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 What’s Coming in Sirsi Dynix Symphony 3.2.1 for Circulation 
 
  

1. Configuration Option to Check Out or Renew Items For the Full 
Loan Period Instead of Truncating the Loan Period Based on 
User’s Privilege Expiration Date 

 Previously, if a user whose library privileges were about to expire checked out 
or renewed an item, the item’s loan period would be truncated automatically 
so the item would be due on the day the user’s privileges expired. SirsiDynix 
Symphony has been enhanced with a configuration option in which a library 
can loan items for the full checkout or renewal period even if the due date is 
after the user’s library privileges expire. 

 
2. Hold Wrapper Slip Printing Added to Circulation Wizards 

 Various circulation wizards have been enhanced to print hold wrappers. A 
hold wrapper is typically a slip of paper printed with user, hold, and/or item 
information, and is wrapped or folded around the spine of an item to be 
placed on a self-service holds shelf. Self-service holds allow patrons to go to 
the library's holds pickup shelf to find their available holds. 

 Libraries can customize what information prints on a hold wrapper and how 
the text is to appear (horizontally, vertically, font, font style, and font size). 
Since the information printed on the hold wrapper is visible to all patrons 
browsing the holds shelf, the library can limit the number of characters that 
are printed for the user ID and /or user name to protect the patron's privacy. 

 If the WorkFlows workstation has a receipt printer and if wizard properties are 
configured to print hold wrappers, a hold wrapper prints when a hold becomes 
available at the pickup library. 

 
3. Added Ability to Print Date Formatting Description on Circulation 

Receipts 
 Users can now print a date formatting description on circulation receipts 

including: date due slips, hold slips, patron credit receipts, payment slips, 
reshelving slips, transit slips, charge receipts, and hold wrappers. In the 
receipt printing properties, the optional Allow Date Formatting Description 
property specifies whether descriptive text prints on the receipt to explain the 
date format that the library uses. The Date Format Description box is a free-
text field where the user can type up to 40 characters of descriptive text. 

 Example:  



 Patrons may be confused as to whether the date notation of 12/11/2007 
means December 11, 2008, or November 12, 2008. The user can type 
Month/Day/Year in the Date Format Description box so the date information 
will display similar to the following on the receipt.  

 Pickup by:  
 12/11/2008 
 Month/Day/Year 
 
  

4. New Override for Item Has Available Holds Block at Check Out 
 The Operator policy now includes a new override code which can be used 

when an “available” hold is being charged to a user that is not the user for 
which the item is on hold. This override is called the “Available Hold Block 
Override.” 

  
 
  

5. Enhanced Processing for Checking Out Multiple-Piece Items 
The Checkout wizard has been changed to process multiple-piece items 
according to the setting of the Multi Circ attribute that has been added to the 
Item Type policy.  
•If the Multi Circ attribute is not selected in the multiple-piece item's Item Type 
policy, and the Number of Pieces field contains a value in the item’s item 
record, the "Item has associated materials" override displays. Type the 
override code and click Override & Checkout Item. The multiple-piece item is 
checked out and counted as a single checkout transaction in circulation 
statistics. 
•If the Multi Circ attribute is selected in the multiple-piece item's Item Type 
policy, the following prompt displays when the item is scanned or selected for 
checkout.  
Item has multiple circulating pieces. 
Type the number of pieces (up to 99) in the Number of Pieces field, and click 
Checkout Item. The multiple-piece item is checked out and counted as one 
checkout transaction for each piece in circulation statistics. 
 
 

6. New Barcode Validation Settings Wizard For Circulation and 
Cataloging Wizards 

For systems that are configured for custom Barcode Validation, libraries may 
use the Barcode Validation Settings wizard to define barcode subformats (as 
defined in the Barcode Validation policy) to be used for abbreviated barcode 
search and input and also auto-generation of user and item IDs.  
The Barcode Validation Settings wizard allows the user to do the following. 
 

1) Define the default barcode prefix for item and user IDs – 
 Example: 



 Barcode 326050024312 could be entered as just 5002431x or 50024312. 
 Note: The ability to enter abbreviated user and item barcodes is 
 supported only in the circulation wizards and the cataloging wizard, Global 
 Item Modification. The circulation helpers, including User Search and Item 
 Search and Display, are not affected by this change. 
 

2) Define the barcode subformats used by the library to validate the      
barcodes – 

 
3) Define the character used as a wildcard for the check digit –  
 
 
7. Multiple Items Can Be Selected to Have the Same Due Date 
The Modify Due Dates wizard has been changed so multiple items can be 
quickly selected and modified at once to have the same due date. The 
Modify Due Dates wizard window now includes the Select All check box, 
the Apply Same Due Date check box, and a Due Date field that becomes 
active only when the Apply Same Due Date check box is selected. The 
Due Date field includes the Calendar gadget, which can be used to select 
a new due date. 
A selection check box has been added to the left of each item in the list of 
checkouts for the user. This check box allows users to select the items 
that will be modified to have the same due date. 
 
 
8. New Wizard Property Controls the Display of the Web Auth ID 
 Field 
The display of the Web Auth ID field on the Privilege tab in the user record 
is now controlled with the setting of the Show Web Auth ID check box in 
the Modify User wizard properties. If the Show Web Auth ID check box is 
selected, the Web Auth ID field is visible in the Privilege tab of the user 
record. 

 
      iBistro Changes: 
 

� JerseyCat links will go directly to search screens: 

 

 The links to JerseyCat from the MAIN Library Catalog will now bypass the 
 splash screens and will take patrons directly to their libraries’ search 
 screens.  
 If you want the link to JerseyCat from your library’s web page to go 
 directly to the search screen, insert your JerseyCat code in place of 
 "mcl" at the end of the following URL: 
 
 http://njsl-agent.auto-

graphics.com/agent/verifyuser.asp?w=vauth&cid=njsl&stafftype=Z&uid=P
ATRON&pwd=PATRON&defaultlang=english&lid=mcl 



 
� Additions under Holdings tab in web catalog: 

 
    The MAIN Library Catalog was changed, to display additional information 

 on the "Find a Copy" page under the Holdings tab.  
  The three lines of information for the publisher, pub date and pages will 

 now contain the entire contents of three MARC fields.  
 
  1. Publication information (MARC field 260) will display place, 

 publisher, and date. 
 
  2. Physical description (MARC field 300) will display pages, ill., and 

 height in centimeters for books; or media type and measurements for 
 media. 

 
3. General note (MARC field 500) will display only the first general 
 note. The notes add useful information such as "unabridged," the 
original release date of a DVD, or the description of a booklet included in 
the container.  
 
 
New Training Videos: 
 
Last year OLIS purchased new software, which will help us create training 
videos.  The training videos will focus on functions for: Circulation, Inter 
Library Loan, Technical Services, Web Catalog, Automated Reserve 
Fulfillment Process and Library Service Areas.  Deploying training in this 
manner means that customers can receive the training they require 
regardless of their physical location or weather conditions, at their 
convenience, on a 24/7 basis. 
 
We have placed a sample of Unicorn Training Video at the following 
Website for review:  
 

  http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/ 
 
  The current plan is to provide you with a new training video every two 

 months.  The first video will be ready by the end of February.  
 

 
Ongoing Authority Update: 

 
  The authorities update process successfully completed on January 14th.  

 The Adutext was scheduled at1:02 am on 1/14 to load 7153 authority 
 records. 
     


